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Abstract—Despite the existence of data analysis tools such
as R, SQL, Excel and others, it is still insufficient to cope
with today’s big data analysis needs. The author proposes
a CUI (Character User Interface) toolset with dozens of
functions to neatly handle tabular data in TSV (Tab Separated
Values) files. It implements many basic and useful functions
that have not been implemented in existing software with
each function borrowing the ideas of Unix philosophy and
covering the most frequent pre-analysis tasks during the initial
exploratory stage of data analysis projects. Also, it greatly
speeds up basic analysis tasks, such as drawing cross tables,
Venn diagrams, etc., while existing software inevitably requires
rather complicated programming and debugging processes for
even these basic tasks. Here, tabular data mainly means TSV
(Tab-Separated Values) files as well as other CSV (Comma
Separated Value)-type files which are all widely used for storing
data and suitable for data analysis.

Keywords-big tabular data; data pre-processing; handling
data; TSV; tab separated values

I. INTRODUCTION

In the age of Big Data, there are many demands from
analysis projects that aim to effectively utilize the data
accumulated in enterprises and find some meaning from the
data collected. However, these requests are usually difficult
to complete because they are open-ended and the databases
containing the data tend not to be designed for analysis-
specific purposes. It may be worth noting that R. A. Fisher
said the following in 1938 [1].

To consult the statistician after an experiment is
finished is often merely to ask him to conduct
a post mortem examination. He can perhaps say
what the experiment died of.

Despite that, it is still effective to employ the idea of
Exploratory Data Analysis as defined in [2].

Procedures for analyzing data, techniques for in-
terpreting the results of such procedures, ways of
planning the gathering of data to make its analysis
easier, more precise or more accurate, and all the
machinery and results of (mathematical) statistics
which apply to analyzing data.

Human intuition and reasoning of the theorist are not the
only means to infer patterns in the real world. The data
patterns must sometimes be inferred using techniques which

may not be easily comprehensible to the human eye. In this
regard, borrowing the idea of [3], it is necessary to have a
tool to aid in the easy understanding and grasping of the
data.

There exist many software tools for data manipulation,
such as R [4], SQL [5], Unix [6], Linux [7], Perl [8], Ruby
[9] and Python [10] which are rather reliable open source
software. Besides, there are tools like Microsoft Excel [11],
SPSS [12], S [13] and MATLAB [14] which are widely
used, as well as software like Hadoop [15] for MapReduce
type calculations that can handle huge amounts of data in a
distributed manner.

However, in the opinion of the author, the time when we
can perform data analysis efficiently has not yet to come.
This is because there are still numerous tedious routines
entailed at the simple data analysis job level1. Therefore,
to help address this issue, the author built new software,
or a toolset, with functions to handle big data, especially
tabular data such as TSV files. Most of these functions can
not be quickly accessed with elaborate commands or SQL
queries.

The rest of this article is as follows. First, the problems
about the existing software packages for dealing with big
data are discussed. Then, the novel software the author
implemented is introduced, from the concrete commands to
the designing philosophy. Finally, discussion and conclusion
follow.

II. REGARDING EXISTING SOFTWARE

A. They are Insufficient for Data Analysis

Each software package has its strengths but no single
tool is omnipotent and indeed there exist many functional
defects. For example, Microsoft Excel can not handle tables
with more than about a million rows, and is a black-box
product, so one could easily overlook miscalculations [16].
SQL databases give the benefit of using SQL sentences but
it is somewhat burdensome to design the tables, and this

1In particular, at the data pre-processing, sometimes called data cleansing,
which are notorious among data analysists today.
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2-way contingency table.
nij : number of lines equal to ui ⊕ vj in a given file.
ui, vj : character strings. ⊕ : tab or comma separation.

Figure 1. Can an SQL query easily print a 2-way contingency table?
Lengthy, complicated queries with meta-programming are necessary.
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Venn diagram on 4 sets.
Venn diagram on k sets produces 2k − 1

non-trivial regions with each cardinality n◦◦..◦.

Figure 2. Can you quickly set the 15 cardinalities of this Venn diagram?
Assume 4 sets of id list are given and you want to know how they overlap.
Even for 3 sets to set the 7 cardinality numbers, it may test one’s patience.

may require detailed pre-analysis on the tabular data2. R or
Python may take a long time to load data files. Thus handling
many big files can be a difficulty. (See also Table III).

Furthermore, many basic data analysis tasks cannot be
done by existing software packages, or at least not done in
a simple or intuitive way.

For example, it is impossible to produce a 2-way contin-
gency table by a short SQL sentence if the output table has
many columns (Fig. 1), although a 1-way contingency table
can be easily created by the command:
SELECT v, COUNT(v) FROM table GROUP BY v

Moreover, it is difficult to draw a Venn diagram even
for 3 or 4 sets to determine all the cardinalities of all the
regions (Fig. 2). As another example, for a multi-column
table, writing a command sentence to omit or move one
among many columns is not easy. It may require a lot of
typing, even to make a one-line program even for a master
of AWK [17] and cut command3, which is currently the
simplest software for handling tabular data.

Furthermore, the data analysis tasks today are still difficult
because the debugging can take a fairly long time. Almost

2When a tabular data is given (possibly exported from a database), it is
useful to check the type (number, text, date, etc.) of the columns. This is
in order to give proper column names according to their usage in the later
stages of data analysis.

3To omit the 3rd column from 6 columns for a TSV file, you would
type as awk -F "\t" ’{print $1,$2,$4,$5,$6}’ or cut -f
1,2,4,5,6 and the typing becomes long when the 6 becomes, say, 20.

no one can make a perfect program from scratch without
debugging.

A data file begins with data values from the second line if
the first line is the list of the column names, in which case
we call it a heading line. A program to handle such files
may contain several components like:

(1) Component to handle heading line.
(2) Component to handle the following lines.
(3) Conditional code branching between (1) and (2).
(4) Deactivator of (1) or (3) if necessary.

Multiple components necessitate that one needs to be careful
in testing and debugging the program. Thus, unless the
analysis task is extremely simple, it typically takes much
more time than one might expect.

The reasons mentioned above lead to the conclusion that
well-tested and reusable routines for each data analysis task
are desirable because they do not exist.

B. The Unix Philosophy and Data Analysis
At this juncture, it is worth mentioning Unix. The Unix

philosophy is first documented by Doug McIlroy in 1978
and was summarized into the following three points by Peter
H. Salus [19]:

• Write programs that do one thing and do it well. (1)
• Write programs to work together. (2)
• Write programs to handle text streams

because that is a universal interface. (3)

The following Unix commands which are freely available
on Linux OS are useful to handle data files.
less to grasp the content of given files4,
sed to perform row-oriented processes,
awk to perform column-oriented processes,
grep to search a specified character string in a file,
od to show the binary dump of a file,
iconv to convert the character encodings,
paste to align multiple files’ contents horizontally,
column to format into tabular alignments.

The above commands, just as hundreds of other Unix
commands, are well-designed programs based on the Unix
philosophy and already have a long successful history.

Note that pipe5 6 and process substitution7 allow flexible
programming, and utilizing them makes tasks very efficient.

And, the newly created software employs the Unix phi-
losophy and consists of dozens of programs, each of which
is called a command.

4While operating less one can promptly adjust the tabbing locations
by typing -x and number.

5Pipe combines commands as command1 | command2 and the stan-
dard output of comman1 is sent to the standard input of command2.

6For producing 1-way contingency table from your file each line is the
value, do cat yourfile | sort | uniq -q

7Process substitution is used as comm0 <( comm1 ) as if the name
of a temporary file composed by the output of comm1 is given to the
argument of comm0. The process substitutions can be multiple for comm0.



Table I
HOW TO INVOKE THE SIMILAR FUNCTIONS OF THE 7 SHOWCASE COMMANDS BY OTHER SOFTWARE.

new commands : function Excel Unix/Linux R SQL
colorplus : 3-digit grouping of numbers format change no easy. ’format’ command no way normally
colsummary : decipher each column very tedious. very tedious. very tedious. very tedious.
crosstable : 2-way contingency table ’pivot table’ program it! ’table’ command almost impossible.
cols : extract specified columns easily GUI operation etc. ’cut’ / AWK easy operation. actually tedious.
xcol : combine tables for looking-up ’vlookup’ function ’join’(clumsy!) a little tedious. ’join’ of SQL basic
venn4 : complex condition cardinalities very tedious. program it! program it! almost impossible.
silouette : draw integrated histogram sort and plot program it! utilize ’qqplot’ no easy.

Connection over Not matured When loading many To design and re-
Difficulties in the compared software other software, for table files! big files. Too many member each table.

and reproductivity. (This moves me!) to know to master R. Not most speedy.

III. PROVIDED CUI commands
The new software provides each function in a form of a

command. In this section, seven commands are explained in
detail as a showcase, and additional commands among other
dozens are shown in Table II as well. The design philosophy
to implement the commands of the new software is described
in the next section. You may compare the seven showcase
commands with other software in Table I, to show why the
new software can be used effortlessly.

A. Commands Showcase
1) colorplus: With big data, it is not easy to see

numbers with many digits, such as billions or trillions.
colorplus provides many coloring functions on text, such
as coloring consecutive number characters in grouping every
three digits periods from the right with the same color (see
below). It greatly improves the legibility of numbers with
more than six or seven digits.

Another function of colorplus is to color five columns
in turn as shown below. It greatly improves someone’s ability
to track each column which you become interested in, say,
the 15th or the 23rd column of a given wide tabular file.

2) colsummary: Deciphering a tabular data is a both-
ersome task, even if the description of the data is prepared.
To figure out whether the given table is suitable enough
for analysis, the outputs colsummary provide enough
information about every column of a tabular file. For each
column, the output is comprised of the following values
in different colors: the number of different values8, the
arithmetic average9, the column name10, the minimum value
and the maximum value11, the most frequent values12, and
the frequency of the most and the least frequent values13.
The outcome of colsummary can be directly copied and
pasted into spreadsheet software such as Microsoft Excel14.

The above shows the column-wise statistics of the tabular
data of the number of medals won by Japan, in prior
Olympic games [18]. colsummary is one of the most valu-
able CUIs because it concisely summarizes the necessary

8If the column is for prefecture of Japan, it does not exceed 47, normally.
If it equals the line number, the column may indicate id.

9The average of every column is useful when you want to confirm the
additivity relation among the columns such as colA + colB + colC = colD.

10With -= option, colsummary takes in the heading lines consist of
columns’ names, or else, only sequence numbers appear as columns’ name.

11The command automatically separates numbers and others and outputs
the minimum and the maximum for each, and show them both.

12You can change the number of the most frequent numbers n, by the
command sentence: colsummary -n n yourfile

13The frequencies are shown as a1(xm1), a2(xm2), .. where the fre-
quency ai appears for mi different values. (xmi) is omitted if mi = 1.

14The columns of the output are each separated by a tab (09HEX in
ASCII).



values to understand the data while reducing one’s hand
coding time significantly.

3) crosstable: One may need to write dozens of
cross tables, or 2-way contingency tables to investigate a
single tabular data set. crosstable provides the immedi-
ate solution in a few seconds. Although Microsoft provides
the pivot table function, controlled by mouse moving and
clicking, which is a non-reproducible and potentially error-
prone process.

Below is another example vividly showing the downtime
of a data collecting server of Twitter data, because the
middle cells are whited out. The vertical axis is the date
around the end of 2013, the horizontal axis is the hour
ranging from 0 to 23, and each of the numbers inside
the table represents the number of data collected by the
server. The numbers of this cross table are generated by
crosstable and was copy-pasted into Microsoft Excel
and colorized by the function of conditional formatting of
Excel.

4) cols: On console, awk and cut are currently the
simplest well-known CUIs to handle column-oriented tabular
data. A further simpler CUI cols has been implemented
having the following functions, which will be explained via
examples.

cols -p 9..7,5 Extracts 9th, 8th, 7th, 5th columns.
cols -d 6..9 Extracts all but 6th to 9th columns.
cols -h -1 Moves the rightmost col. to the leftmost.
cols -t 3 Moves the 3rd column to the rightmost.
cols -= -p customer_id,start_date

Extracts the columns by looking up the heading line by -=

-p,-d,-h and -t stand for printing, deleting, head and
tail, respectively. x..y specifies the numeric range. Positive
numbers specify the location from the leftmost, and negative
numbers specify the location from the rightmost15. One can
combine the options -p,-d,-h,-t to get the expected
result. By using -= option, the column names defined on
the heading line are used to specify the columns instead of
using the numeric location of columns16.

5) xcol: It is useful to join tables by an SQL query by
using the JOIN phrases in order to perform table lookup.
One can do the similar things by xcol command as follows:

xcol -c N constant_file < stream_file

Here N must be a number to specify the location of a col-
umn in stream_file. N -th column of stream_file
is converted by referring to the table constant_file as
the conversion table; the first column is the value before
the conversion and the second column is the value after the
conversion.

6) venn4: Analyzers may be familiar with drawing the
Venn diagram for two sets together by
determining the cardinality of each small
region, because comparing sets of data
values is important. How about for three
sets? How about for four sets? It will
likely require a lot of patience before com-
pleting your job because numbers come
from varying overlaps of complicating
conditions.

��������2 sets
3 regions������������3 sets
7 regions�


�
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 �	4 sets
15 regions

The following command greatly reduces the difficulty.
venn4 fileA fileB fileC fileD

You may need to type as follows in order to just take the
key columns if they are in the leftmost column:

venn4 <(cut -f1 fileA) <(cut -f1 fileB) \

<(cut -f1 fileC) <(cut -f1 fileD)

Then the output looks like the following picture:

15The AWK commands are lengthy or impossible to perform the ex-
amples above. So is the Unix command cut. Note that cut -f 2,1
yourfile shows your data file in the order of 1 and 2, not 2 and 1.

16It is useful when the number of columns is wider than ten when it gets
harder to remember the numerical column locations.



This is interpreted as follows:

7) silhouette: When numerical values are given,
being aware of the quantiles17 is important. When multiple
sets of numerical values are given, comparing the distri-
butions is important. The silhouette command quickly
gives the solutions by plotting an integrated histogram18.

The output graph is user-friendly designed so that one can
easily read the numbers from the graph immediately from
the cross-grids with three different sizes19.

The following graph shows the difference of the distribu-
tions of two separate numerical sets.

After changing the name a few
times, the author has named this
program silhouette from the
image of the picture in the right in
which people with various heights
are aligned. Imagine the curve con-
necting the faces.

B. Other Useful Commands

In addition to the seven commands introduced already
above, there are many other useful commands. Table II
shows the most useful 20 commands. The picture below
shows the commands as of August 2016.

17For example, median, the first quartiles, the third quartiles, as well as
minimum and maximum are quantiles.

18The output plot is provided by a pdf (Portable Document Format) file. It
depends on R language internally, so it is necessary to install R beforehand.

19Basically, the largest is for every 25%, the next is for every 5% and
the smallest for every 1%. These intervals are chosen elaborately.

C. Further Issues About Commands

At this moment, the following issues are not implemented
well, but are desirable.
• Test codes for existing commands.
• Mock data generators for exhibiting the functions of

existing commands.
• Commands performing various statistical testings

whose implementation well suits the designing philos-
ophy of new software.

• GUI (Graphical User Interface) functions using Tk or
Wx to modestly expand the usability.

• Parallel computing to make use of recent multi-core
CPU power effectively.

IV. DESIGN OF THE NEW SOFTWARE PHILOSOPHY

The author has built the design philosophy of the new
software as he has been building up the software, which is
detailed in this section. The depiction of how the software is
designed may help other software in the future. The design
philosophy can be structured as in the box below, and the
explanation of each item follows.

(i) What the software focuses on
(ii) Swiftness principles

◦ Definition of (ii)
◦ Implementation of (ii)

• Command nomenclature
• Option switches

• Self-help manual
• Heading line treatment
• Minor turnover
• Compressed file
• Capital letter options

• Extra usability
• Coloring
• Ctrl-C
• Waiting warning

(iii) Exhaustiveness in functions
◦ By commands and by options
◦ Multi-grouping makes border



Table II
USEFUL COMMANDS FROM KABUTOMUSHI

Name Function Detail
colsummary Summary of each column Col. statistics like num. of different values, val. ranges, val. frequencies.
freq 1-way contingency table Counts the frequency of each different character string from every line.
crosstable 2-way contingency table Freq. table for paired column data. Also totaling 3rd col for each pair.
expskip Logarithmic extraction Only retrieves the 1st, end and bn-th lines from a file. E.g. b = 2 or 10.
sampler Line random sampling Sampling ratio and random seed can be specified.
silhouette Accumulative histogram Outputs percentile plot, read easily the quantiles.

Below are related to initial file check/format
csv2tsv Transform CSV to TSV CSV is regarded as in RFC4180. Also can change character/line feed code.
eofcheck File ends with line-end? Can be brief check of file corruption. Useful when tons of files comes.
dirhier Files num. at each depths How many files are there at each depth from the current directory?

Below are related to id list check
idmaker Put same id for same value A database normalization, putting tabular data into the normal form.
alluniq Check the line multiplicity Originally made to check if all lines differ, later the function expanded.
venn4 Venn diag. and cardinalities Shows how 4 sets overlap by 4×4 and also 10×10 cardinality matrices.
venn2 How 2 sets overlap Also outputs IOU(Intersection Over Union), performs set difference operation.

Below are column operations
cols extracting columns wisely -p,-d,-h,-t for printing, deleting, moving to head, to tail, of specified cols.
colop selective operation on cols performed with another command and column specification

Below are for Key-Value files (a Key-Value file consists of 2 columns whose attributes are key and value)
keyvalues Multiplicity of each key Same to SELECT key, COUNT(DISTINCT value) FROM table
kvcomp KV-relation (dis-)similarity For 2 different Key-Value files, how many relations are same and different?
xcol Mapping using another table Refinement of Unixjoin, SQL’sjoin and Excel’s vlookup.
koala Tabulating of many KV files Outputs a keys×file-number matrix from many KV files sharing same keys.

A. Fundamental Policy

• The new software handles tabular20 data files espe-
cially in TSV format21 through CUIs (Character User
Interfaces). Each CUI is a program called command.

• The aim is to greatly improve the efficiency of data
analysis processes of a whole data analysis project
through implementing the functions of data analysis
tasks which have been virtually neglected so far.

• Swiftness is an important factor for our software:
(a) in recalling the presence (existing) and the name

when the command’s function is necessary,
(b) in the time from when you first meet the com-

mand until actually utilizing it,
(c) in calculation compared with other software,
(d) by reducing the debugging process during anal-

ysis projects by designing that are as simple
command interfaces as possible22.

• All desirable functions will be hopefully implemented
exhaustively without spoiling the swiftness above.

B. Implementations to fulfill the swiftness rules

The followings are employed to keep the swiftness rules:
Command Nomenclature:

They are chosen without conflicting with existing
Unix/Linux command names, and each of them

20A tabular data represents a set of data each column is of a single
attribution, and each row is ended by a line-end character representing a
record. Refer to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table (information)

21It can also support so-called CSV-type data as long as each column can
be consistently separated by some specified character such as a comma.

22As a matter of course, heavy debugging occurred and will occur during
the implementation of the new software.

is basically a combination23 of up to two English
words and no more than 10 characters24. Most used
commands have been abbreviated25.

Option switches:
Following a command on the console, option
switches start with a hyphen (-) character and
are separated by spaces. They complement the
abundant partial functions in accordance with the
Unix philosophy (1).

Extra usability:
Helpful functions such as coloring, Control-C uti-
lizing, and waiting warnings. They are detailed
later in this section.

C. Option Switches

The option switches have multipartite usages. Some of
options are common throughout the commands of the new
software.

Self-help manual: --help
An option switch --help or --help opt fol-
lowing a command shows the help manuals. At this
moment the help manuals are only in Japanese.

Treatment for heading line: -=

23The combination of words is necessary because most functions de-
scribed by a single word are already implemented in the old ages.

24Confusion arises when trying to recall the command names com-
bined more than two words. Imagine Mathematica [22] commands such
as RankSumTest, PlotRangePadding, ParametricPlot3D,
DiscreteUniformDistribution, and so on.

25xcol for functionality similar to SQL’s join, cols for omitting or
moving small number columns, nums for generating numbers, and so on.



By giving the switch -= each new command han-
dles the first line of a data file as the heading line,
properly to the function of the command26.

Minor turnover switch:−∼
We may want to ‘turnover’ some of recently issued
command. For example, to transpose rows and
columns of the cross table, to exchange the order of
key and value of a key-value file, etc. This partial
function is implemented by an option switch −∼27.

Compressed format response: -z
Data files compressed in gzip [27] format are read
faster from the storage media because the file sizes
are small. Therefore, some new commands handle
gzipped file directly with -z option.

Capital letter options: -A, -B, .., -Z
Because of the rule of two words or less for
command names, what would you do if the ideal
name must have three words to properly represent
the function of the command?

A solution is to use the capital letter options to
design your command. Choose the most important
two words among the three to name a command,
then implement the partial function invoked by an
option switch represented by the capitalized initial
letter of the third word.

D. Extra usability

With some slight artifices, frequent and not-well perceived
problems are neatly solved. Followings are the means that
the author would like to call extra usability.

Coloring by ANSI escape codes:
Color is sensed in the human brain before it
recognizes characters. Coloring by ANSI escape
codes is heavily utilized by the new software. Most
standard error output messages use color to show
secondary information. A command colorplus
has multiple functions for coloring28.

Signal by Ctrl-C:
It takes a long time to process something on a large
file, but sometimes during processing we want to
know the result on the way. By pushing Ctrl-C
while the program is running, you can immediately
see the internal status, such as how many lines
have been processed, or the current result without

26Some commands skip the first line, other utilize it as the name list the
columns for specifying the columns of data file.

27The ∼ is employed because many programming languages employ ∼
as a bitwise negation operation.

28colorplus can color specified regular expression, can color consec-
utive numeric characters grouping into 3 digits from the right, can color
columns or rows of tabular data cyclically with a specified cycled length.

terminating the program29.
Waiting Warnings:

Sometimes humans fail to notice that the terminal
is just waiting for some manual input. Some com-
mands implemented a behavior showing colored
waiting warnings.

E. Regarding exhaustiveness

To supply the set of functions effectively to those who are
in need, it is indispensable to cover almost all the needs in a
certain region. That is to say, it is desirable to provide them
in a bunch, which can be put into effect by two means. One
is by a set of dozens of commands which try to cover all
the needs. The other is by enhancing the partial functions
on each command through the combination of several types
of option switches.

Furthermore, in order to maintain the swiftness-(a), it
is also indispensable to keep the commands to a modest
number and the number of options for each command, which
is achieved not by placing a ceiling number but by avoiding
quick expansion at this moment.

Grouping the whole commands and splitting them into
multiple independent parts was once attempted to employ the
divide-and-conquer method. However, this grouping attempt
turned out that there were multiple different grouping ways
according to different viewpoints of developers and users,
which interconnect many commands into an inseparable big
block and makes it difficult to determine the modest-sized
bunch of commands yet. Building a software as the good
integration of desirable functions is yet on the way.

V. AVAILABILITY AND HOW IT IS IMPLEMENTED

A. How To Access To The New Software

The new software has a few codenames at this moment:
bin4tsv, Kabutomushi and Big Data Hacking Tool. It will
be provided on either or all of GitHub [20], Bitbucket [21]
or CPAN in the near future.

B. The Internals of Kabutomushi

Each command of the new software is implemented in
Perl, mostly version 5.1 and partially version 5.1430. Version
5.1 is 20 years old and Version 5.14 is 5 years old as of 2016,
so even data servers that have not been updated recently
can probably use it. Most commands only use the standard
modules of Perl, but some commands require a few addi-
tional modules from CPAN (Comprehensive Perl Archive
Network) [23], such as Text::CSV_XS, Time::HiRes
and PerlIO::gzip. Indeed we would like our program to

29Note that the difference between process substitution and pipe ; seq
1e8 | sampler does not work well when Ctrl-C is pushed because seq
also gets the signal. Use sampler <(seq 1e8) instead.

30A Perl program can easily downgrade the Perl version just by declaring
use 5.001 or use 5.014 in a program. One reason to use 5.14 is that
srand has less functions before 5.14.



Table III
COMPARISON AMONG SOFTWARE FOR DATA ANALYSIS

– This table may strongly reflect the author’s subjectivity. –
©◦ : very good, ©: good, ◦: modest, 4 not-bad, × : bad, • − • : adjustable

Excel Python, pandas SQL R Unix Kabutomushi
Primary usage for data worksheet data mani- relational statistics file mani- initial

pulatoin database pulation analysis
Openness/transparency × © 4 © © ©
Compatibility in decades 4 4 © ◦ - © © - ©◦ trying to ©
Calculation Speed 4 ◦ ◦ ◦ - © ©◦ ©◦
When resources are limited × ◦ ◦ © ©◦ ©◦
When a big file comes × © 4 - ◦ × - ◦ ©◦ ©◦
When many files come × 4 × - ◦ × - 4 © ©
Ease of use in general ©◦ 4 4 © © ©
Ease of use for small data © 4 4 - ◦ © © ©
How to specify columns coordinate several column name several coordinate various

be used everywhere; from small companies and individuals
to infrastructure companies and national statistical bureaus.

The most used standard modules are Getopt::Std
and Term::ANSIColor, whose functions are utilizing the
command options and utilizing the color on the monitor,
respectively. Getopt::Std will perhaps be replaced in the
future because it has a problem when Perl is running with
-T option that checks taint for security purpose.

For the aspect of speed31, Perl calculates fast enough,
compared to Ruby and Python. It is considerable that C
and C++ is roughly 30 times faster than Perl in CPU
(Central Processing Unit) calculation [25], but reading from
and writing to data storage devices virtually nullify the
advantages, and this is applicable when we are dealing with
unseen big data files, especially in the initial stage of a data
analysis project. Note when some Unix commands, such as
sort and grep, are rebuilt by Perl, they would significantly
speed up, so the author implemented similar functions with
the commands colsort and colgrep. One major rate-
limiting factor of the speed of commands is the split
command in Perl programs, and the author just wants to
doubly speed up this part to be comparable with AWK.

Also, Perl programming productivity is about ten times
faster than C or C++, in general [26]. The maintainability
of Perl programs is said to be generally bad, so the author
pays much attention to keeping the maintainability while
programming. The programming manual of Perl language
is well maintained and abundant (so mastering may take
years), and another good point is that their function is
well matured to rather minute points, so it allows ingenious
implementation of functions compared with other languages.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, a novel software package dealing with big
data has been introduced, which try to conquer several de-
fects of the existing software. Table III shows the advantages
the software Kabutomushi possessed over other software.

31To obey swiftness-(c), the calculation speed is important.

This software package greatly speeds up the analysis tasks
for tabular data at the stage of taking a glance, deciphering,
and subtotaling in various ways, with the considering of sev-
eral tabular data structures performed by prepared functions
from the author’s several data analysis projects. Such stage
appears at the initial stage when you get data, when you
transform or generate new data table during your analysis,
and when you summarize the data analysis project.

The author thinks this new software would be a kind of
‘game changer’ of data analysis projects because it proceeds
the data analysis with nearly the speed of thinking [3], which
may save up to nine-tenths of the time spent on a project,
which would be another research subject to be measured.
This may also applicable when data analysis projects involve
the method with machine learning algorithms or statistics
methods.
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